Automatic Detection of Standard Sagittal Plane in the First Trimester of Pregnancy Using 3-D Ultrasound Data.
Fetal nuchal translucency (NT) thickness is one of the most important parameters in prenatal screening. Locating the mid-sagittal plane is one of the key points to measure NT. In this paper, an automatic method for the sagittal plane detection using 3-D ultrasound data is proposed. To avoid unnecessary massive searching and the corresponding huge computation load, a model is proposed to turn the sagittal plane detection problem into a symmetry plane and axis searching problem. The deep belief network (DBN) and a modified circle detection method provide prior knowledge for the searching. The experiments show that in most cases, the result plane has small distance error and angle error at the same time-88.6% of the result planes have a distance error less than 4 mm and 71.0% have angle error less than 20°.